Spur socket diagram

There are three ways of adding a socket outlet to a ring circuit. The most common is to connect
it as a spur, and this can be done in two ways. Alternatively, the ring can be extended. A single
cable is added from the new socket, and connects to an existing socket on the ring. A spur can
alternatively be connected at the consumer unit, which although might seem incorrect, is
actually no different to connecting to an existing socket outlet. The spur socket only has a
single cable, with the connections to Live, Neutral and Earth. This is exactly the same as
connecting at the end of a radial circuit. The other end of the cable connects to a socket on the
ring, so there will be three cables in that socket. In the diagram here, In and Out are the existing
ring cables, and Spur is the new cable leading to the new socket outlet. Make sure that all three
wires are secured in each terminal, and avoid damaging the wires when replacing the socket.
Only one socket outlet can be connected to a spur. This can be a single or double outlet.
Connecting a further outlet is NOT permitted, as this could overload the single cable supplying
it. Each socket outlet or junction box on the ring can only have one spur connected. Trying to
connect two or more is not only very difficult due to the number of wires involved, it can also
result in an abnormally high load at that point in the ring. The number of spurs on the ring must
not exceed the number of other socket outlets. If for some reason you need a large number of
spurs, it is time to replace the whole circuit rather than keep adding to it. Ring Circuits - Adding
a socket outlet 1 There are three ways of adding a socket outlet to a ring circuit. Spur from
existing socket outlet A single cable is added from the new socket, and connects to an existing
socket on the ring. Socket outlet wiring The spur socket only has a single cable, with the
connections to Live, Neutral and Earth. Spur Limitations Only one socket outlet can be
connected to a spur. There are three ways of adding a socket outlet to a ring circuit. The most
common is to connect it as a spur, and this can be done in two ways. Alternatively, the ring can
be extended. If there is no socket outlet nearby, an alternative is to use a junction box. This is
similar to the previous method, but instead of connecting to a socket, a junction box is
connected into the ring and the spur cable attached there. A three terminal, 30A junction box is
required. Details shown below in new and old colours. Note that junction boxes do not generally
have labelled terminals, so you do not have to use the exact arrangement here. The fact that one
terminal is spaced further apart than the others has no electrical relevance - it is simply to allow
space for the cover fixing screw. If you use this method, the junction box must remain
accessible. Hiding it under your laminate flooring or plastering it into the wall is NOT
acceptable. Junction boxes and the cables going to them must be securely fixed - do not leave
the box hanging on the ends of the cable. Only one socket outlet can be connected to a spur.
This can be a single or double outlet. Connecting a further outlet is NOT permitted, as this could
overload the single cable supplying it. Each socket outlet or junction box on the ring can only
have one spur connected. Trying to connect two or more is not only very difficult due to the
number of wires involved, it can also result in an abnormally high load at that point in the ring.
The number of spurs on the ring must not exceed the number of other socket outlets. If for
some reason you need a large number of spurs, it is time to replace the whole circuit rather than
keep adding to it. Although junction boxes are typically made in 30A versions, this is only
because historically, most socket outlets were connected to 30A rewireable fuses. The majority
of 30A junction boxes have brass terminals which are significantly larger than the wires which
will be connected in them. There is no problem with using '30A' boxes on a 32A circuit. At least
one manufacturer makes junction boxes which contain tiny 'chocblock' type connections
inside. Not only are these more expensive, they are also far more difficult to use, and the
terminals contain far less metal than the usual type. Ring Circuits - Adding a socket outlet 2
There are three ways of adding a socket outlet to a ring circuit. Spur using a junction box If
there is no socket outlet nearby, an alternative is to use a junction box. Junction box wiring A
three terminal, 30A junction box is required. Spur Limitations Only one socket outlet can be
connected to a spur. Need to add a socket? This project is about how to add a spur socket or
additional socket s to an existing circuit. It includes advice on electrical spur wiring with
diagrams so that you can find out how to wire up a spur plug socket or have a spur fitted. Don't
want to do this job yourself? Let us help you find a tradesman local to you. Please also see our
project on the New Wiring and Cable Colours. Warning: To complete electrical works you must
comply with Electrical Regulations â€” Click here for more information. Part P of the new
building regulations could involve a check on any additional circuitry by qualified electricians
when you sell your home. This can affect your sale, you could be breaking the law and your
house insurance may not be valid. Please be absolutely sure you know what you are doing and
get all of your work checked by a qualified electrician. Very often we find we do not have
enough sockets at home. It is not a difficult job to add another but there are certain rules to
follow. A spur can be connected to an existing socket, on either a ring main or a radial circuit ,
providing that socket does not already have a spur. That is only one spur per socket is allowed

and the number of spurs must not exceed the number of sockets. If this is necessary in any part
of your home the only way you can do this is by adding another ring main or by extending one
of the ring mains you have. The spur must be connected to the existing circuit using the same
cable as used in the main circuit. You can see how to wire a spur to an existing socket from the
images below. The first image is how the back of your double socket should look and the
second is the wiring for a spur. A general rule for a ring main is that if you only have two cables
in the back of an existing socket then it is ok to spur. However, if you have a radial circuit with
two cables coming in and out, this may be the last socket on that circuit and already has a spur.
Please check with a qualified electrician if you are not sure and read our section on electrical
safety and Part P Building Regulations linked above. A spur can be added to any part of the
circuit providing the rules above are followed. If there is not an existing socket near enough,
you can connect into the cable by means of a junction box for your new spur. The wiring for a
junction box can be seen here. Junction boxes come rated for different uses by the amps they
are allowed to carry. A 30amp junction box should be used on a ring or radial circuit feeding
sockets only. The junction box must be fixed solidly to a suitable surface and must not just
"float around suspended by the cables it joins. The cables to and from any spurs you connect
must be protected by a conduit of some kind; be it on the surface or buried in the wall. If you
bury cables in the wall they must only run vertically, not horizontally. Cables may be placed in
floor or ceiling voids but not amidst, or wrapped in, insulation where they may become too hot.
Please also check the rules very carefully for ring mains and radial circuits. You are limited in
the length of cable you are allowed to use in both circuits and long spurs could make you
exceed the limit. If this is the case you are asking the circuit to use much more energy than the
circuit is designed for. For regulations governing heights of sockets etc, please see our socket
height information project. All project content written and produced by Mike Edwards , founder
of DIY Doctor and industry expert in building technology. Apologies, but we don't seem to have
a video for this project yet, but we will do our best to get one up soon. Find a tradesman now!
Skip to primary navigation Skip to main content Skip to primary sidebar Skip to footer. Twitter
Facebook Pin It Buffer. Project Menu Project Menu. Adding a Spur to an Existing Socket
Warning: To complete electrical works you must comply with Electrical Regulations â€” Click
here for more information. Please be absolutely sure you know what you are doing and get all of
your work checked by a qualified electrician Very often we find we do not have enough sockets
at home. If there are 3 cables coming out of any socket then it is not ok to spur. Rear view of
double socket showing ring main in and ring main out wiring Rear view of a socket connected
as a spur socket A spur can be added to any part of the circuit providing the rules above are
followed. Consumer Unit wiring diagram The wiring for a junction box can be seen here. For
regulations governing heights of sockets etc, please see our socket height information project
Which? Back to the Top. Find a Reliable Local Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project
yourself? We work with the industries best to ensure that we recommend only reliable and
trustworthy tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help you find a tradesman. More Help. Give us Some
Feedback! Was this page useful:. Yes No. First Name: required. Email Address: required. We
read and respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to do so you will be added to our email
list, however you can unsubscribe at any time using the links at the bottom of any of our emails.
Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions should be posted to our Forum. Footer
DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube. Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on
Tumblr. Within the electrical industry, the ring main circuit sometimes ring main, or ring final
circuit is an electrical wiring technique that is most commonly used in the UK. The ring circuit is
made up of two radial circuits connected to the same series of accessories within the circuit.
This arrangement allows the use of conductors with smaller cross-sectional areas compared to
a regular radial circuit arrangement. It is also a requirement that all connected appliances must
be individually fused usually within the 13A plug. Please observe the wiring diagram above. As
you can see the circuit starts and ends at the consumer unit. This means that every single
accessory will have wires coming to it and wires leaving from it towards the next accessory and
eventually terminating the circuit at the consumer unit. The images bellow show a socket and
an FCU with the circuit going in and out. It is the same arrangement in the consumer unit as
well. Since the circuit goes around and ends at its starting point, the protective device usually
an MCB will have two brown wires in its terminals as demonstrated in the picture bellow , and
the Neutral and Earth bars will also have two wires in their corresponding terminals for the
Neutral and Earth wires. As you can see, wiring a Ring Main is relatively easy. All you have to do
is to start at the consumer unit with a length of appropriate cable, go around your area and
"pick up" all your sockets and FCUs and then return to the consumer unit to end the circuit.
Even though the spur is the part of the same ring main circuit, it is not part of the ring itself,
because the socket which is spurred off only has one cable going to it. You can clearly see on

the wiring diagram that a cable is going to it but nothing going from it! The rule is that you can
spur off one socket from a point within a Ring Main circuit or unlimited number of FCUs fused
to 13A. The main purpose of a spur is adding an extra socket on to an existing Ring Main circuit.
Its simplicity makes it a great arrangement for that use. As you can see, it eliminates the need to
wire a socket all the way back to the a consumer unit, but the nearest Ring Main socket is used
instead. As mentioned above, the ring main circuit arrangement compared with radial circuits
allows the use of cables with smaller cross-sectional areas Since the circuit starts and ends in
the consumer unit, the supply cable to every accessory on the circuit will effectively be doubled
up one cable going to it, and another from it. Having this in mind, please have a look at the table
bellow indicating common ring circuit arrangements:. As you can see from this table, a common
arrangement is to use the 2. This arrangement allows for the coverage of m2 which is more than
enough for domestic use. That is exactly why this arrangement is the preferred one for
domestic properties. Usually there would be one ring main for all the ground floor accessories
and another one for the first floor accessories. Circuits wired with 4mm2 cross-sectional are
only used in commercial and industrial premises where cable runs are much longer and the
larger cross-sectional area is there to take voltage drop in account. Do not forget - electricity
kills! Make sure you take all the precautions necessary to work safe. Before working on an
existing electrical installation, or before connecting a new circuit to one - carry out a full Safe
Isolation Procedure! This guide will help you understand the procedure required. Work smart!
Work safe! All Rights Reserved. Wiring guides How to wire a simple lighting circuit Two-way
lighting circuit wiring Three-way lighting circuit wiring Ring Main circuit wiring. Navigation
Home Downloads About us Contact us. Subscribe to our mailing list. Home How to Changing a
socket and adding a new one to a circuit are two of the few electrical tasks a DIYer can legally
do, so take a look at its key components with this detailed diagram of the inner working of the
humble electrical socket. No bare wire should be exposed; if it is, cut it or fold over the end.
Earth: A safety wire which carries the same electricity as LIVE if something goes wrong, taking
it to the ground. Neutral is sheathed in blue, but prior to was black see LIVE. Mounting Box, a.
This flush box is of galvanised steel, and can be fitted within hard plaster and plaster â€” board,
but surface-mounted boxes tend to be plastic. This is a 2. In old circuits, sheaths may be
rubber. This wiring must be updated by an electrician. Live: Electricity flows along this wire
from the consumer unit to the socket, as and when needed. The live wire is currently brown in
colour, although prior to regulations changes in to aid the colour-blind it was red, so if you are
changing a FACE PLATE or adding a new socket in an older house, this is what you will find.
Our sponsors. Get the latest news, reviews and product advice straight to your inbox. Contact
me with news and offers from other Future brands. Receive email from us on behalf of our
trusted partners or sponsors. Thank you for signing up to Homebuilding. You will receive a
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